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Abstract
The irradiance of the Sun changes slightly with the solar cycles. 
In this paper the variation of heliospheric current sheet tilt angle 
with the total solar irradiance is examined. The average value of 
the tilt angle, following both the radial and the classic models 
are considered at length with a view to re-look some interesting 
features. Intensity of protons and antiprotons in different solar 
polarities are compared and the variations of 27-day average 
cosmic ray intensity are counted for investigating the influences 
of the Sun on terrestrial atmosphere. 
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I. Introduction 
The sun is the ultimate source of all the energy on Earth; its rays heat 
the planet and drive the motions of its atmosphere [1-2]. Though 
the sun’s irradiance changes only slightly, it influences our climate 
on short and long time scales. The sun changes in its activity on 
time scales that vary from 27 days to 11, 22, 80, 180 years and 
more. An active sun is brighter due to the dominance of faculae 
over cooler sunspots with the result that the irradiance emitted 
by the sun and received by the earth is higher during active solar 
periods than during quiet solar periods. There is 1 – 2 yrs delay after 
the sunspot number changes. There are significant indications that 
positively and negatively charged particles modulate in different 
ways and in different solar polarities [3, 4]. This paper critically 
examines the variation of heliospheric current sheet tilt angle 
with the total solar irradiance. It further considers the average 
value of the tilt angle, following both the radial and the classic 
models at length with a view to re-look some interesting features. 
Intensity of protons and antiprotons in different solar polarities 
are compared and the variations of 27-day average cosmic ray 
intensity are also taken into account for finding the influences of 
the Sun on terrestrial atmosphere. 

II. Heliospheric Current Sheet Tilt Angle vs. Total Solar 
Irradiance
In fig. 1, the variation and correlation of Heliospheric Current 
Sheet (HCS) tilt angle with the total solar irradiance is shown. 
The maximum latitudinal extent of the HCS was computed using 
two potential field models applied to photospheric magnetic field 
observations from WSO. Values above 70 degrees are the lower 
limits as the model is not computed above 70 degrees. The classic 
model uses a line-of-sight boundary condition at the photosphere 
and includes a significant polar field correction whereas other 
standard model uses a radial boundary condition at the photosphere 
and needs no polar field correction [3, 5-7]. In fig. 1(b) the solid 
line gives the average value of the tilt angle according to the radial 
model computed with a higher source surface radius whereas the 
dotted line gives the average value of the tilt angle following the 

classic model. Intensity of protons and antiprotons in different 
solar polarities are shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 1: Variation and Correlation of Heliospheric Current Sheet 
Tilt Angle with the Total Solar Irradiance

Fig. 2: Variation of Intensity of Protons and Antiprotons in 
Different Solar Polarities [8]

III. Tropical and Subtropical Effects 
Between the high and low of the sunspot cycle, radiation can vary 
more than 10 percent in parts of the ultraviolet range [6, 9]. When 
there are more sunspots and therefore ultraviolet radiation, the 
warmer ozone layer heats the atmosphere below. The chemicals 
in the stratosphere and sea surface temperatures in the Pacific 
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Ocean respond during solar maximum in a way that amplifies 
the sun’s influence on some aspects of air movement [9-10]. This 
can intensify winds and rainfall, change sea surface temperatures 
and cloud cover over certain tropical and subtropical regions, 
and ultimately influence global weather. Weather patterns across 
the globe are partly affected by connections between the 11-year 
solar cycle of activity, Earth’s stratosphere and the tropical Pacific 
Ocean, the new study finds. The fig. 3, compares tropospheric 
temperature (blue) with cosmic ray intensity (red) and fig. 4 
describes the variation of 27- day average cosmic ray counts 
obtained from McMurdo, Antarctica, and neutron monitor data 
during different solar cycles.

Fig. 3: Comparison of Tropospheric Temperature with Cosmic 
Ray Intensity [11]

Fig. 4: Variation of 27- Day Average Cosmic Ray Counts Obtained 
from McMurdo, Antarctica

IV. Conclusion
Though the sun’s brightness or irradiance changes only slightly 
with the solar cycles, the indirect effects of enhanced solar activity 
including warming of the atmosphere in low and mid latitudes by 
ozone reactions due to increased ultraviolet radiation, in higher 
latitudes by geomagnetic activity and generally by increased 
radiative forcing due to less clouds caused by cosmic ray reduction 
may greatly magnify the total solar effect on temperatures. A key 
aspect of the sun’s effect on climate is the indirect effect on the 
flux of Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) into the atmosphere [12-
13]. As the sun’s output increases the solar wind, it shields the 
atmosphere from GCR flux. Consequently the increased solar 
irradiance is accompanied by reduced low cloud cover and thus 
amplifying the climatic effect [14]. Likewise when solar output 
declines, increased GCR flux enters the atmosphere, increasing 
low cloudiness and adding to the cooling effect associated with the 
diminished solar energy. Our analysis suggests that the total solar 
irradiance trend and the other solar influence in the stratosphere 
may provide the key to unraveling the mechanisms of tropospheric 
climate.
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